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*Architectures of fear: migration, visuality and representation* 
 
‘Architecture(s) of fear’ (Azoulay) calls our attention to the deployment of photographs as             
‘image events’ that concretise narratives of states’ legitimacy. This paper explores how            
‘image-events’ inform policy and in turn how they are evoked at the national and              
supranational level to justify increasingly restrictive migration policies. The current          
‘migration crisis’ between Africa and Europe offers a point of focus to explore competing              
contradictory narratives of fear and aspiration that manifest at the state and personal level.              
This paper draws on ethnographic fieldwork in Nigeria with a focus on photographs in a               
range of media to explore the dialectic of visual regimes and regimes of power from a                
southern perspective. The discussion seeks to understand the liveliness of the ‘image event’             
as a core infrastructure that is appropriated to fuel fear, hope and oppression. 
As governments are called to patrol potential migration from Africa, these visual artefacts             
simultaneously reveal the instability within borders; as those who were the previously alien,             
tolerated, polluting black brown bodies ‘cross over’ claiming place and visibility.           
Understanding these self-reinforcing mechanisms can help reveal the entrenched fault lines           
that undergird policies whose failure is witnessed through the multiple graveyards in the sea              
and desert. 
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